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Each transducer requires separate
mechanical manipulation hardware,
which adds cost.
• Each transducer must be set up
individually, which can be slow.
The alternative of a transducer array
inflexibly locks in many ultrasonic
characteristics but with two advantages:

Multiple-Transducer
Ultrasonic Techniques
by Howard R. Hartzog

Focus continued on page 2.
ultiple-transducer ultrasonic
techniques are used on
primary metals (and other
materials) to address technical
concerns. An ultrasonic data acquisition
system can use more than one transducer.
Transducers can be manipulated
separately or in an array. Each transducer
can use dedicated instrumentation or
share instrumentation with other
transducers.

M

General Considerations
The simplest multiple-transducer
systems use two-transducer setups.
Systems that are more complicated use
massive setups of a few transducers,
dozens of transducers or hundreds of
transducers. Multiple transducers can save
time during scanning while using identical
transducers and setups. Multiple
transducers can also save time during
scanning while using dissimilar
transducers or setups.
Multiple-transducer setups, even with
as few as two or three transducers, can
achieve effects that would be impossible
with a single transducer.

Manipulation Separately or as Array
One general consideration for using
multiple transducers is whether they are
manipulated separately, or manipulated
together while embedded in a common
housing or jig fixture. The latter approach
is generally known as an array of
transducers. These are configured in
several common designs for arrays.
• A one-dimensional or linear array
(Fig. 1a) is a common design with two

or more square or round ultrasonic
elements equally spaced along a line,
or equally spaced along the
circumference of a circle.
• Another common design has four or
more, square or round, ultrasonic
elements equally spaced in a grid or
two-dimensional array (Fig. 1b)
• An array of transducers with two or
more ring shaped ultrasonic elements
arranged concentrically is called
annular (Fig. 1c). A variation on this
design is to break up each full 6.28 rad
(360 deg) ring into circumferential
sections, such as two 3.14 rad
(180 deg) sections, three 2.09 rad
(120 deg) sections, or four 1.57 rad
(90 deg) sections (Fig. 1d).
Having separate transducers allows
maximum flexibility but with two
drawbacks:

(b)

Two-dimensional array

(c)

(d)
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Figure 1. Common array designs: (a) linear
or one-dimensional array;
(b) two-dimensional grid array; (c) annular
array with concentric elements; (d) annular
array with 1.57 rad (90 deg) segmentation.
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The cost of mechanical manipulation
hardware decreases.
An entire group of transducers can
quickly be set up together.
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Instrumentation for Multiple
Transducers
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Instrumentation is needed for pulsing and
signal processing with multiple transducers.
The instrumentation used in multipletransducer applications is often an
engineering compromise between the
competing priorities of equipment cost and
scanning speed.
At the low cost, low speed end of the
spectrum, all transducer signals are
processed by a single shared ultrasonic
instrument with multiplexed processing.
Only one signal can be processed at a time;
the processing of any given transducer’s
signal must be fully completed before the
next transducer can be pulsed. So each of
the multiple transducers is pulsed in
sequence, using a round robin scheme. For
any individual transducer, the time between
pulses is found by adding together all of the
transducers’ pulse-to-end-of-signal times.
This leads to slow speeds.
At the high cost, high speed end of the
spectrum, each transducer signal is parallel
processed by its own dedicated ultrasonic
instrument. Any number of transducer
signals can be processed simultaneously.
There is no electronic need to synchronize
the pulse rates of any of the transducers.
Each transducer can be pulsed as fast as
physically practical.

Faster Scanning
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Hollis Humphries, TNT Editor
PO Box 28518, Columbus, Ohio 43228
(800) 222-2768 X206; fax (614) 274-6899
<hhumphries@asnt.org>
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We’ve got an interesting subject for the “Practitioner
Profile.” His name is Mick Maslic and he’s originally from
Bosnia. He tells us about his NDT journey to his new
home in Sydney, Australia.
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Bill Briody has written another valuable article on safety.
This time he covers the dangers inherent in “Excavations
and Trenches.”
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ctober’s “Focus” article, “Multiple-Transducer
Ultrasonic Techniques,” has been adapted from
Volume 7 of the Nondestructive Testing
Handbook series. Published in May 2007, Ultrasonic
Testing has a streamlined concept. Approximately half of
the content from the second edition UT volume has
survived into the third. However, ASNT’s Ultrasonic
Committee determined early on that the third edition
volume would eliminate much of the overlap that
occurred between chapters in the earlier edition. The
committee also decided there would be added emphasis
on providing information useful to inspectors, both
Levels II and III. Complete but concise, the third edition
volume of Ultrasonic Testing continues to affirm the
vision of the NDT Handbook series as an instructive
publication.
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Focus continued from page 1.
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Tech Toon
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Identical Transducers and Setups. Consider
the case in which multiple transducers are
nominally identical in physical characteristics
and in ultrasonic setup. Multiple transducers
let signals from multiple surface locations be
gathered more quickly than with a single
transducer physically scanned from one
location to another. Under ideal conditions,
if one transducer takes T s to scan a part,
then two transducers can scan the part in
0.5 T s, three transducers can scan the part
in 0.3 T s and so forth.
If all of a part’s scan locations lie on the
same test surface, then speed is gained by
having multiple transducers divide the task
of scanning that surface. There are two
major single-surface scanning variations.
• In the overlapping beams approach,
closely packed sensors in a common
housing form a single, wide transducer.
The paintbrush transducer array is an
example of this type of arrangement

(a)

•

The transducers can be focused at
different depths. This is called the
multizone technique (Fig. 5).
• The transducer beams can use
different refracted angles or be
pointed in different directions relative
to the part (Fig. 6a).
• The transducers can use different
modes and frequencies (Fig. 6b).
At least one transducer of each dissimilar
type or setup must scan an entire test
surface.
First, assume the simple situation in
which there is only one transducer of each
dissimilar type or setup, so each
transducer must scan a part’s entire test
surface. If only one transducer scanned at
a time, then the minimum total scan time
would be found by adding together all of
the individual scan times. (The actual total
scan time would also include transducer
changeover times.) On the other hand, if
all transducers scanned at the same time,
then the total scan time would be equal
to only a single transducer’s scan time
(specifically, to whichever transducer’s
scan time was the longest). This would
significantly speed up the scan.

Effects Achieved with Multiple
Transducers
Pitch Catch Technique in Two-Transducer
and Massive Setups. In the classic pitch
catch technique, two transducers are
used, with each located on a different test
surface. One transducer transmits, while
the other receives. The receiving
transducer monitors decreases in
transmitted amplitude. Two transducers
allow effects impossible with a single
transducer.
The two transducers can detect
discontinuities in the near surface dead
Focus continued on page 4.

Transducer 1

Test
Object

Scan path
Transducer 3
Transducer 1

Transducer 2

Transducer 3

Shallow zone
Mid zone
Deep zone

Figure 5. Multizone technique divides test
object into depth zones and dedicates
focused transducer to each.

(a)
Figure 3. Single-surface scan plan for
multiple transducers using nonoverlapping
beams.
Counterclockwise,
1.22 rad (70 deg)
longitudinal, 10 MHz

Clockwise,
0.79 rad (45 deg)
longitudinal, 10 MHz

Scan path of conventional probe

(b)

Transducer 1

(b)

When there is a group of transducers
for each dissimilar type and/or setup, then
each group of transducers could divide up
the task of scanning an test surface, as
described in a previous section. This
would further speed up the scan.

Transducer 2

Test Object

(Fig. 2). Because the group of
transducers is treated like a single,
wide transducer and because it is
typically applied to a flat surface or
one with a simple curve, its scan plan
is very simple. Simplicity and the fact
that this type of array is less expensive
to configure make its use preferable
to a more complicated and expensive
configuration such as the
nonoverlapping transducer array.
• In the nonoverlapping beams
approach, the transducers can either
be manipulated as an array (when
installed in a common housing or jig
fixture), or can be manipulated
separately. The scan plan can be
somewhat complicated because it
must explicitly take into account the
spacing between the nonoverlapping
beams (Fig. 3). Situations where
nonoverlapping arrays are
appropriate include those where there
is a need to speed up a test on a
surface with complex curves (curving
in more than one dimension or with a
radius of curvature that changes at
different locations).
If a part’s scan locations lie on two or
more test surfaces, then speed can be
gained in two ways.
• Speed can be gained by dedicating at
least one transducer to each test
surface. Generally, transducers
dedicated to one surface must be
manipulated independently of
transducers dedicated to another
surface, so the scan plan is somewhat
complicated (Fig. 4).
• Speed can be gained by dedicating
multiple transducers to any test
surface, as described above.
Dissimilar Transducers or Setups.
Multiple transducers save time during
scanning when using dissimilar
transducers or setups.

Axial, 0.79 rad (45 deg)
transverse, 2 MHz

Scan path of paintbrush transducer
Test Object
Transducer 2
Radial, 0 rad
longitudinal, 15 MHz

Figure 2. Multiple transducers reduce
processing time by dividing task of scanning
single surface: (a) conventional transducer;
(b) closely packed sensors configured as
single wide transducer.

Figure 4. When two or more scan locations
lie on different part surfaces, speed can be
gained by dedicating at least one
transducer to each.

Figure 6. Some parts require dissimilar
transducers and/or setups: (a) different
refracted angles or directional orientations;
(b) different modes or frequencies.
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Focus continued from page 3.
zone. For a single transducer, the high
amplitude, front surface echo drowns out
small amplitude discontinuity signals from
immediately below the surface. In pitch
catch, however, a discontinuity in the
transmitting transducer’s dead zone
removes some of the transmitted beam’s
energy and the receiving transducer
detects it by a decrease in monitored
amplitude.
The two transducers can detect
discontinuities that do not reflect
ultrasound back to a single
transmit/receive transducer. If a rough or
non-normally oriented discontinuity
removes any of the transmitted beam’s
energy, then the receiving transducer
detects it by a decrease in monitored
amplitude.
The pitch catch technique is a simple
setup for two transducers. However,
individual pitch catch transducer pairs can
be used as building blocks for a massive
setup with four, six, eight or more
transducers. (Even for a two-transducer
pitch catch setup, the scan plan can be
quite complicated if the test specimen
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surfaces are curved. For a pitch catch
setup with a higher number of
transducers, the scan plan can be
extremely complicated.)
Dual-Element Transducer in
Dual-Transducer and Massive Setups. The
two elements in the classic dual-element
contact transducer make up a short linear
array. One element transmits; the other
receives. So the dual-element transducer
is technically used in pitch catch mode but
is treated as if it were a single-element
transducer in pulse echo mode. Using two
elements allows effects that are not
possible with a single-element transducer.
The dual-element transducer
experiences no near surface dead zone.
For a single-element transducer,
discontinuity signals of small amplitude
from immediately below the surface are
drowned out by the high amplitude front
surface echo. A dual-element transducer is
designed so that the high amplitude,
front surface echo is not detected by the
receiving element and so cannot interfere
with detecting small indications near the
surface.
The dual-element transducer does not
have to compromise between efficient
transmitting and efficient receiving like a
single-element transducer. Transmitting
and receiving can both be efficient.
The classic dual-element contact
transducer is a simple setup with two
contact transducers. However,
dual-element contact transducers can be
used as building blocks for a massive
setup with four, six, eight or more
transducers.
Automated scanning with contact
transducers is uncommon but possible.
Phased Array Technique. The phased
array technique can use two transducers,
three transducers or a massive number of
transducers, depending on the desired
effect. The effects depend on one beam
interacting with another beam beside it,
so the transducers are engineered to have
wide beam spreads. The transducers can
be arranged in a one-dimensional linear
array, a two-dimensional grid array or an
annular array. All transducer elements
send their beams through a single test
surface. All transducer elements can
transmit and all transducer elements can
receive.
The timed pulsing of the transducer
elements is coordinated to achieve effects
not possible with a single transducer. For
example, using two or more transducers
in a phased array can result in a combined
wave front with a direction different from
any of the individual transducers. This
technique is known as beam steering

(Fig. 7). If all transducers were pulsed at
once, then the direction of the combined
wave front would simply follow the
transducers’ axis without steering
(Fig. 7b). In beam steering, one transducer
pulses; then after a brief delay, a second
transducer some distance away pulses;
optionally, a third transducer even farther
pulses after yet another delay; then a
fourth transducer and so on. The
combined wave front is steered off axis, in
the direction of the delayed transducers
(Fig. 7ac). For beam steering, the centers
of the transducers must be at different
locations. So an annular array with full
6.28 rad (360 deg) rings would not work,
but one with two 3.14 rad (180 deg)
sections or four 1.57 rad (90 deg) sections
would work.
As another example, using three or
more transducers in a phased array can
result in a combined wave front with a
focus different from any of the individual
transducers. This is known as dynamic
focusing (Fig. 8). If all transducers were
pulsed at once, then the shape of the
combined wave front would be flat, with
no focusing. In dynamic focusing, there is
a central transducer, with a pair of
transducers flanking it; optionally, a
second pair of transducers could flank the
first pair, then a third pair could flank the
second pair and so on. The outermost pair

(a)
Delayed
transducer

Transducer

(b)

Neither
transducer
delayed

(c)
Transducer

Delayed
transducer

Figure 7. The angle of phased array beam
can be directed by changing of pulse delay
between transducer elements: (a) upward;
(b) no directing; (c) downward.
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Figure 8. Phased array transducer can be
dynamically focused by delayed pulsing of
central transducer.

Content adapted from Chapter 10, “Metals
Applications of Ultrasonic Testing.”
Nondestructive Testing Handbook, third
edition: Vol. 7, Ultrasonic Testing. Columbus,
OH: American Society for Nondestructive
Testing (2007): p 418-422. TNT
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transducer

Howard Hartzog earned his Bachelor of
Physics degree from Rice University in 1979
and began working in NDT in 1981. He joined
his current employer, The Timken Company in
Canton, Ohio in 1986. He is certified as an
ASNT Level III in UT and MT and also as an
ACCP Professional Level III in the same
methods. (330) 471-2309; e-mail
<howard.hartzog@timken.com>.
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Dynamic focus

A subsidiary array with at least two
elements can be beam steered as well as
virtually scanned. A subsidiary array with
at least three elements can be beam
steered and dynamically focused, as well
as virtually scanned.
Note that each of these capabilities —
virtual scanning, beam steering and
dynamic focusing — multiplies the
ultrasonic data that must be acquired and
processed at each array position. Using
two or three of these capabilities at once
can generate many data and require high
end data acquisition and processing.

•

Transducer

On any phased array with at least
three elements having centers at different
locations along a line, it is possible to
perform both beam steering and dynamic
focusing at the same time. Without
moving the array, it is possible to test the
material under the array by using a large
number of different beam angles and
focal lengths. This virtual manipulation
can be faster than a single transducer
could be mechanically manipulated for a
similar test.
A phased array can be built with a
large number of elements having centers
at different locations. Within a large
array, it is possible to activate a subsidiary
array of one or more elements and use it
to gather some information, then activate
a second subsidiary array and use it to
gather some information, then activate a
third subsidiary array and so on. Without
physically moving the large array, it is
possible to test the material under the
array using a large number of different
beam positions. This virtual scanning can
be done much faster than a single
transducer could be physically scanned
across a test surface.

10/2007 · The NDT Technician
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is pulsed first; after some delay, the
second-to-outermost pair is pulsed; after
another delay, the third-to-outermost pair
is pulsed; the central transducer is pulsed
last. When the array is pulsed with the
proper delays, the wave fronts converge
at some point under the central
transducer. The depth of this convergence
point can be changed by varying the
delays that are used. (An alternative to
pairs of transducers that surround the
central transducer is an annular array with
full 6.28 rad (360 deg) rings that surround
the central transducer.)
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FEATURE
ASNT Section
Membership —What’s In
It for You?
ou’ve thought about attending an
ASNT section meeting but somehow
just never got around to it. Perhaps
you’ve reminded yourself more than
once why it really isn’t practicable. “No time.
Meetings are too far away. Evenings are my
time to relax.” Valid reasons all, but the
thought may persist that you’re missing an
opportunity. You wonder, what’s in it for you?

TNT had a recent opportunity to query a
number of ASNT members about their
considerable experience as section members.
On some topics, opinions varied and on others,
they were in agreement. Foremost among the
latter was the idea that, bottom line, ASNT
section membership is a way to invest in your
NDT career.
A Gathering of Your Peers. ASNT sections are a
venue for the exchange of information. Some
of that information is relative to the Society
itself but, importantly, much of it relates to the
NDT practices of the section members. That is
to say, it is peer-to-peer.
A Resource for Questions. Section members
are an excellent resource for questions
regarding your NDT practice. Marybeth Miceli,
current Vice Chair and Secretary of the Section
Operations Council and an active section
officer, stated it this way. “Odds are, someone
else in the section has run into whatever
difficulty you might encounter and has already
worked through it. For example, members in
my section were able to help me with some
failure analysis problems. They had dealt with
many of the same situations 10 years earlier.
Their knowledge and experience was a great
resource and a tremendous help.” John Brunk

of the Air Capital Section also felt that it was
valuable “... knowing someone in your area
you can call if you have a problem — how to
do a particular type of inspection, how to solve
an equipment problem, or how to interpret a
specification.” Ricky Morgan, a past Chair of
the Section Operations Council and a current
Regional Director, joined the Greater Los
Angeles Section back in 1987. He found “The
ability to confer with experienced Level IIIs
within the section was reassuring in those
instances when my judgement was being
challenged.”
Professional and Social Network. Section
meetings are a chance to see what other
technicians do, compare notes, and see how
your career stacks up. John Brunk’s point is
valid when he states “If you learn how someone
else does something that can apply to your job
— helps you to do it better, faster, or cheaper,
you’ve increased your value to your employer.”
Some members find new employment
through section contacts. Duane Schultz of the
Greater Los Angeles Section, found his present
employer by making sure his section contacts
had his current resume. “A former trainer
called to tell me he had given them my resume.
I had a successful interview and was hired. It all
came about by staying connected with my
section and friends.”
Some sections have greater representation
from management and engineering levels and
some have strong representation from
technician levels, ratios often predicated by the
type and amount of industry in the vicinity. We
asked Morgan if technicians might find the
former situation an indication that section
meetings wouldn’t really be relevant to their
needs. “A large number of those that attend
section meetings are management — Level IIIs.

Figure 1. Many sections offer training such as
this “Fundamentals of Ultrasonic Testing”
class given by ASNT’s Charlotte Section that
featured hands-on training with UT
equipment and IIW calibration blocks.

Figure 2. It’s not all business all the time.
Members of the Greater Los Angeles Section
and spouses enjoy annual Sweethearts
Dance and Officer Installation costume bash.

Y

It’s All About Your Career
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But, by being there and interacting with them,
you learn what you need to do to move up. As
a fellow member, you are reaching the decision
makers in your industry. Talking to them helps
you define your career path. You may have to
ask for the input but these are the people with
the knowledge to help you. It’s up to you to go
and get it. When I first joined ASNT, some of
the guys in my section were actually the guys
writing the books I was studying. What better
opportunity to learn?”

Education and Training
Training offered by individual sections can vary
from guidance on where to find the best
provider for a particular type of training to
finding an individual that can present training
at your company. Some have comprehensive,
well-established training such as that of the
Greater Los Angeles section. Established in
1961, it offers members thirteen-week courses
at a much-reduced rate. Section training is an
opportunity for technicians to fulfill
requirements with documentation that can be
presented to employers when testing for
company certification. In addition, successful
sections present current, up-to-date
information in technical meetings that apply to
more than one industry segment.

Company Support
Though he now has the support of his
employer, Morgan initially became a section
member on his own. “It’s a small investment to
make in yourself.” All of those we questioned
agreed that support from employers can play a
large part in a technician’s ability to participate
in a local section. In Brunk’s opinion “Employer
support can happen for technicians but it
depends on the employer. I think technicians
should ask. But, let’s face it. There are
employers that don’t want employees to be
over-qualified or unduly aware of other places
where they might work.”

Get Involved
New members are encouraged to volunteer
for section activities and sections try to make
that a comfortable experience. Activities such
as organizing social outings, Web page
development, and polling members for
technical topics are all great ways to involve
and acknowledge technicians as valued
members. Morgan puts it this way. “If today’s
young NDT technician comes to a meeting
and doesn’t feel acknowledged, you can
count on it — he won’t be back.” Successful
ASNT sections take that message to heart.
Find a local section at <http://www.asnt.org>.
click “Local Sections” and look for “Section
Meetings and Contacts”. TNT

Excavations
What can you do to lessen or prevent
excavation hazards? First, take a good
look. Is the excavation over 5 ft (1.5 m) in
depth? If so, are the sides sloped or
benched? An adequate slope has a ratio
of 1.5 ft measured laterally (0.46 m) to
every 1.0 ft (0.3 m) in depth on each side.
This ratio is based on Class C soil, a
cohesive combination of granular soils, as
opposed to more stable soil or rock as
determined by an engineer.

Trenches
In trenches, as opposed to excavations,
check to see if the contractor has used
suitable shoring or trench shields to
prevent movement of the soil. If shoring
is not as high as surrounding ground

JOB SAFETY continued on page 9.
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level, then areas adjacent to shoring
should be excavated and suitably
benched to a point below the top of the
shield.
Access to Egress. Any excavation 4 ft
(1.2 m) or more in depth should be
provided with a fixed means of egress or
exit, usually ladders. Spacing between
ladders must be such that any worker
does not have to travel more than 25 ft
(7.6 m) laterally to the closest means of
egress. Ladders must be secured and
extend a minimum of 3 ft (0.9 m) above
the landing. Metal ladders are not
recommended if electric utilities could be
present (Fig. 2a,b).
Heavy Equipment. Workers should stand
clear of heavy equipment operating
within the excavation or within 2 ft
(0.6 m) of the edges.
Ventilation. Excavations greater than 4 ft
(1.2 m) in depth where any oxygen
deficiency or hazardous atmosphere
could be present must be tested, and if
such conditions exist, workers must be
provided with controls such as proper
respiratory protection or suitable
ventilation and monitoring devices. This
also makes the entry a confined space,
and is subject to greater control. For large
excavations, such as bell-shaped caissons,
the air must be checked constantly.

1991

E

very year, hundreds of workers are
injured or killed working in
excavations or trenches. When
conducting field NDT, you may be
required to enter these areas. Lacking a
background in soil mechanics, most of us
rely on others to take the precautionary
measures that ensure a safe entry (Fig. 1).
However, it’s your life that will be at risk.
You must be able to recognize the
potential danger and evaluate the safety
measures implemented. A few basic facts
follow that can help you avoid becoming
a statistic.
· Excavation: Any man-made cut, cavity,
trench or depression caused by removal
of earth with a depth that is less than
20 ft (6 m).
· Trench: Narrow underground
excavation that is deeper than it is
wide, and not wider than 15 ft (4.6 m).
· Protective Support System: A means to
prevent cave-ins.
· Four Foot (or greater) Rule: A means of
escape is required within 25 ft (7.6 m)
of any worker if depth is 4 ft (1.2 m) or
greater.
· Five foot (or less) Rule: A protective
support system is not needed if depth
is 5 ft (1.5 m) or less.
· A full bucket of dirt on a backhoe is
about a cubic yard and weighs
approximately 2800 lbs (1270 kg) — the
same as a midsize pick-up truck.

1991

by William W. Briody

1990

Excavations and Trenches

harness and safety line, do not attempt to
pull them out. They are already subjected
to crushing weights, and any attempt to
pull them through the material is useless.
Unfortunately, major cave-ins typically
prove fatal and rescue operations are
often retrievals.

1990

JOB SAFETY

Figure 1. Diagrams showing (a) number of
construction, trenching and excavation
inspections for years 1990-1998 and
(b) number of violations for those
categories during same period.1

(a)

(b)

Cave-Ins
The greatest cause of fatalities in
excavations or trenches is the cave-in.
Soils weigh 90-110 pounds per cubic foot
and when piled in a trench, can weigh as
much as 10 000 lbs/yd3 (6000 kg/m3). This
means that a cave-in could trap a person
that is just covered up to the knees. If
indications of a cave-in are taking place,
attempt to get out of the excavation
immediately, warning others as you can. If
a trench does collapse and someone is
trapped, do not stay in the trench. Call
911 as soon as possible (Fig. 2c). Do not
attempt a rescue, as it could be likely to
result in another cave-in and further
injure the trapped person or trap others.
Do not attempt to dig them out as you
could severely injure them even further
with the shovel. Do not use heavy
equipment. The vibration could cause
further collapse. If the victim is wearing a

(c)

Figure 2. Photos of (a) construction site
with improper shoring, lack of trench
shield or safe egress, improper use of
ladders, and cluttered walking and
working surfaces; (b) workers without
hard hats or personal protective
equipment in trench with no sloping,
shoring, shielding or safe exit; (c) rescue
team using correct techniques for moving
worker to safety after trench cave-in.
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PRACTITIONER
PROFILE
Mick Maslic
Mick Maslic and his family are citizens of Australia now but his
NDT career started in research and materials science in a central
European city with roots stretching back 500 years. Mick uses ET,
MT, PT and UT to examine aircraft wheel and brake components.
His expertise in material characteristics and penchant for detail
have resulted in valuable modifications to the NDT practices of his
employer in their locations around the world.
You immigrated with your family to Australia in 1995?
Yes, my home country is Bosnia, and my hometown, Sarajevo,
was at the center of the Bosnian War (March 1992 – November
1995). At the beginning of the war,
my wife and my two small boys
moved to Germany. Legally, senior
engineers such as myself were not
allowed to leave because we were
needed to put our potential to the
defense of the country. Also, my
Mom and older sister were still in
Sarajevo and I could not leave
them. Being separated from my
wife and children was the hardest
time of my life — three and a half
years and almost dying in the
meantime. Near the end of the war,
I was finally free to leave and in
April of 1995, I joined my family in Germany. My wife had
applied for permission to immigrate to several countries and in
November of 1995, after experiencing total destruction in
Bosnia, we settled in Australia and started to live normal life.
Most important for us was to be together again but to also
have “safe harbor” in such a beautiful city as Sydney —
probably the most beautiful city in the world — was absolutely
amazing. We received so much help — from the people, the
government — everybody. I will never stop thanking Australia
for that.
What NDT training did you have when you arrived in Australia?
I had completed my university and post-graduate study in
Bosnia and had obtained a Master of Technical Science degree.
Before the war started, I had been a scientific researcher in the
field of welding, nondestructive testing and associated
technologies. My first contact with NDT had been in regular
courses that my company conducted in the lab in Yugoslavia.
Was additional NDT training necessary?
During the process of recognition of my diplomas and
specialized courses, I was advised to attend corresponding
bridging NDT courses through TAFE (Technical and Further
Education) at Sydney Institute. This was because now I would be
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working in the field as technician level. Also, my experience did
not include much eddy current testing. All others —
radiography, ultrasonic, magnetic particle, liquid penetrant, and
some others were included in my previous experience. The TAFE
courses were already underway when I arrived but because of
my experience and papers I was able to join immediately. I
completed the coursework successfully and Mr. Peter Sheedy,
the teacher at that time, asked me to assist him in teaching
practical sessions of industrial radiography the next year. That
experience was very beneficial. It provided good contacts with
people in the NDT field and I gained confidence in my ability to
speak English. Following that, I worked with a professional NDT
company using radiography, ultrasonic, magnetic particle and
dye penetrant to inspect pressurized pipelines in an oil refinery
in Sydney.
What type of NDT work do you do now?
From the middle of 1998, when American based Goodrich
Aerospace established its own service center in Sydney, I began
work as the first NDT Inspector in eddy current, magnetic
particle, ultrasonic, and liquid penetrant. I conduct inspections
on aircraft wheel and brake components and have contributed
to some technical improvements in quality of wheel inspections.
I also helped to develop our in-house NDT training program.
What were your technical improvements for wheel inspection?
Let me explain how an aircraft wheel is constructed. Most are
made as a split rim type variant with two halves, one outboard,
one inboard that are joined by tire bolts and then sealed by a
rubber O–ring. This is wheel assembly. When the tire is mounted
on it, it forms a complete element that goes to the aircraft.
After a certain number of landing and takeoff cycles, the wheel
and tire assembly comes to the inspection and repair center. The
number of cycles determines exactly what type of service or
inspection is to be conducted. Minor (normal) service means the
wheel is dismounted, the tire goes to retread and the wheel
halves, after washing, go to inspection. Major service means the
wheel halves are disassembled, paint is stripped, and everything
that can be examined is subjected to inspection. Very strictly
defined, both types of service allow us to find fatigue cracks
before they develop further. The third type of service is for
abnormal situations; a rejected takeoff for example, when high
energy braking applied at full power results in heat that can
cause structural transformation (deformation) of the aluminum
alloy the wheel is made of. I have interpreted a characteristic
signal detected during regular eddy current inspection which
became apparent because the instrument responds to local
change in electrical conductivity in the metal. To quantify the
magnitude of this change, additional conductivity
measurements were performed. Also, from my previous
experience, I knew that it is useful to systemize recorded

Conclusion
In most instances, NDT technicians cannot control the use of
proper safety precautions but can at least recognize some of the
dangers. Foremost is the fact that prevention, and not the
implementation of emergency rescue operations, is the best
weapon against serious injury. More information is available at
the U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration Web site <www.OSHA.gov>2.
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As I said, meetings! Really, I’m a very lucky man. I’m working in
a field that I have liked for a long time. I’m lucky because I
have a beautiful family — and my first love is my last love. We
are proud Australians. It is an absolutely amazing country! And
Sydney is probably... the place which is coming my American
colleagues!
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I have a feeling you don’t think NDT has a worst part but if
you had to pick one thing, what would it be?

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

That is probable, but actually for me additional certification is a
formal question. My certification level would change nothing
in my regular work. I’m a regular NDT inspector in the shop
and this is what I want — to be in touch with the real problem.
Teaching is okay but nonproductive meeting with long talking
sessions — really, I don’t like.

•

•

Your background indicates that you could easily qualify as a
Level III. Will you get additional certification?

•

•

I am a Level II because we do have one Level III at our
headquarters in Troy, Ohio.

•

•

What certification do you have in Australia?

•

•

anomalies and form a precise history of real wheels. This
requires a more thorough inspection than is formally specified,
but increases inspection reliability. The next improvement is
related to probe frequencies in eddy current testing, a very
specific method. If when using radiographic or ultrasonic
inspection, you want to go deeper into the material or inspect
a greater thickness, more energy or penetrating power is
applied. In eddy current testing, applying more penetrating
power — in this case, increasing the alternating current
frequency in the probe — decreases the depth of penetration.
This means on aircraft wheels, you would detect nonrelevant
surface indications — abrasion or wear, while sensitivity for
subsurface cracks is decreased. With our Level III, we corrected
the procedure to include the change in probe frequency for
subsurface inspection. The original procedure had defined
using a 1.5 MHz probe. I used 200 kHz and we now have a new
robotic machine that uses 100 kHz. Another contribution
relates to corrosion repair of a wheel half. The problem was
how to make an accurate measurement and I devised a very
simple and accurate method using ultrasonic testing. The
results are very quick and a permanent record is also produced.

•
•
•
•
•

Be passionate, work hard and never compromise quality. Your
outcome will be good inspection results. Keep in mind that
though an NDT career is very interesting work, it is also very
demanding. The more skills you have, the better equipped you
are to do a good job. Consider your career a work in progress.
Each time you learn something new, that knowledge will
generate new ideas. <mick.maslic@gmail.com> TNT
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•

•

•

•

•

What advice do you have for those considering an NDT career?

•

•

It is satisfying when the work is completed successfully
especially if it is a result of my efforts or ideas. I like
troubleshooting. And, I enjoy the fact that I meet people that
come from diverse educational and management levels
through my work.

•

•

What’s the best part of the work you do?
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Answers

Across

operator
weldment
crater
plasma
welding

Down
41. core
42. heat

8. cold
9. inert
10. normalizing
12. fixed
13. centrifugal
14. titanium
16. composite
17. permanent
19. polarity
20. magnesium

23. cold
26. tungsten
27. shrinkage
28. riser
29. random
32. forging
33. copper
34. shell

Undercut on a weld pass is usually caused by poor ________ technique.
Assembly created by joining two or more parts using one or more welds.
Cracks found where a welding was stopped or restarted.
______ arc welding is capable of a high intensity and rate of heat transfer.
Most steel pipe is produced by forming and _______.

8. Machining ability and fatigue resistance are improved in most metals by
____ working.
9. Argon, helium, and carbon dioxide are frequently used to develop an _____
atmosphere in the vicinity of the weld.
10. Often follows the weld process to relieve stress and obtain more uniform
properties between the weld and base material.
12. Ring and thread are both this type of gage.
13. Casting method used to produce hollow products like pipes.
14. High strength, low density, corrosion-resistant metal alloy significant in the
aircraft, marine, and chemical processing industries.
16. A mixture of constituents with random orientation and shape are a type of
_________.
17. Type of mold most frequently made of metal.
19. Selecting proper electrode ________ can often control burn-off rate and
amount of spattering during arc welding.
20. Metal with a density approximately two-thirds that of aluminum.
23. During the casting process, molten metal that interfaces with already
solidified metal and fails to fuse generally results in a ____ shut.
26. Gas ________ arc welding uses a nonconsumable electrode.
27. Occurs in castings before, during, and after liquid-to-solid transformation.
28. The casting _____ may provide a concentration point for discontinuities.
29. Sampling technique utilizing selection of a certain percentage of the total
number of parts for inspection.
32. Millworking process used to form metals into three-dimensional shapes.
33. Brass and bronze are alloys composed of zinc, tin, and a large percentage
of ______.
34 Mold made by covering heated metal pattern with sand that has been
mixed with particles of thermosetting plastic.

1.
2.
4.
5.
6.

Down

42

24.absolute
25.preheating
30. casting
31. porosity
35. hot
36. oxidation
37. radiography
38. ingot
39. vacuum
40. alloys

41

3. Most seamless tubing is made by ________.
7. Not required for fusion bonding.
11. Weldments subject to restraint during welding can develop ________ stress
that can result in cracking long after cooling but prior to service.
13. Casting method used to produce elongated shapes by drawing solidified
metal from water-cooled mold backed by molten metal.
15. Hot rolled steel plate would have very low _________.
18. Type of casting sometimes referred to as the lost wax process.
21. Soldering, brazing, and braze welding all use a process where only the
______ metal is actually melted.
22. ____ has low strength, high-corrosion resistance, and is used largely in die
casting operations.
24. Measurements are classified as being either comparative or ________.
25. Uneven shrinkage and brittle structure resulting from rapid cooling of a
weld can often be reduced by __________ weldments.
30. Metallurgical effects in a weld, such as grain size variation and shrinkage,
are similar to those that occur in _______.
31. In a casting, the result of gas evolution before and during solidification.
35. Discontinuities with an origin in the original ingot can be reduced by ___
working.
36. Materials such as aluminum are corrosion-resistant by virtue of immediate
_________ of newly exposed surfaces.
37. Method often used to inspect casings for core shift and non-fused chaplets.
38. Slabs, blooms, and billets are shapes the _____ is rolled into prior to a
variety of secondary operations.
39. Electron-beam welding is most frequently carried out in a ______.
40. The filler material used in fusion welds contains ______ that help
compensate for those properties lost as a result of the high temperature
and rapid rate of cooling that occur during the welding process.
41. The formed material used to create internal passages in a casting.
42. Pressure welding can be accomplished with pressure alone, but this is
usually added.
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28

29

Across

1.
2.
4.
5.
6.

23

26

3. piercing
7. pressure
11. residual
13. continuous
15.ductility
18. investment
21.filler
22. zinc

Materials
and
Processes –
Part II

22

21

Clues for “Crossword Challenge: Materials and Processes” adapted from the
ASNT Level III Study Guide – Basic. Section III, Chapters 6-17.
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